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ABOUT KOROSEAL  
INTERIOR PRODUCTS

Koroseal Interior Products is one of the world’s leading 
manufacturers and distributors of contract interior 
products. While much has changed with our company 
over the years, some things have remained constant: 
our total commitment to provide you with the highest 
quality products, the most knowledgeable sales staff, 
and unsurpassed customer service. Our goal is to give 
you the assurance that our products will not only look 
beautiful but also perform to the highest standards.



THE BEST PEOPLE, 
PRODUCTS, AND 
PARTNERSHIPS

Much of our company’s growth and success can be attributed to our mission of 

seeking out only the best people, products and partnerships. Koroseal Interior 

Products produces some of the most recognized brands in the market today, 

including Koroseal®, Vicrtex®, Korogard® and Walltalkers®. Many of our products 

are low-emitting, contain recycled content, and can contribute to a building 

achieving LEED® credits. Almost all of our products are “Made in the USA.”

A Customer-Focused Approach

Koroseal’s family of products has expanded rapidly over the last several years. The 

driving influence for this product line expansion was to meet the needs and requests 

of our valued customers, primarily interior designers, architects, facility managers, 

property managers, contractors and end users. 

A Wide Variety of Coordinated Interior Products

While Koroseal began as a manufacturer of high quality wallcoverings, we now offer 

a wide variety of coordinated interior products that work in harmony with each 

other. Today, Koroseal’s diverse product offering includes:

• wallcoverings

• wall protection systems

• dry erase wallcoverings

• tackable surfaces

• wood wallcoverings

• digital surfaces

• acoustical treatments

• dimensional surfacing

• textiles

If You Can Imagine It, We Can Do It!

This brochure will give you a better idea of how Koroseal’s broad range of products 

can provide innovative solutions for you and your clients. If you can’t find exactly 

what you want, we are happy to customize our products and services to meet your 

specific needs. If you can imagine it, we can do it! Please contact us today to let us 

know how we can assist you.

Visit us at koroseal.com



Pattern: 
Indulgence



KOROSEAL
®

 WALLCOVERINGS

The top-selling brand of commercial wallcoverings in the world, the 
Koroseal name is recognized for innovation, quality, and environmentally 
sound manufacturing. With hundreds of patterns and thousands of colors, 
we offer more design options than anyone else in today’s market.

VICRTEX
®

 WALLCOVERINGS

The oldest name in the industry is now the coolest collection on your shelf. 
Vicrtex, the pioneer vinyl wallcovering brand, offers you classic designs 
that are known for their superior textural renderings and sophisticated 
color treatments.

SANITAS
®

 WALLCOVERINGS

Combining classic style with affordability, Sanitas offers a wide variety of 
prints, textures and colors. All are produced with a fine attention to detail 
and are available in a durable Type II construction.

OPTION E™ WALLCOVERINGS

With option e wallcovering, there’s no need to sacrifice performance or 
beauty in your choice of an alternative wallcovering. The option e product 
contains recycled content and is chlorine-free. It is also low-emitting, 
printed with water-based inks, and contributes to buildings achieving 
LEED® credits.

RCV™ WALLCOVERINGS

RCV Wallcoverings contain recycled material to help reduce the 
amount of virgin raw materials required in the production process. 
These wallcoverings are also recyclable through Koroseal Wallcovering’s 
Reclamation Program. RCV Wallcoverings are low-emitting, printed with 
water-based inks, and contribute to buildings achieving LEED® credits.
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Dryden Stripe



SONDRA ALEXANDER ™ COUTURE

One of the first designers to bridge fashion with interior design, Sondra 
Alexander’s wallcoverings transform spaces with her leading-edge color 
palette and rich, dimensional textures. Sondra creates designs infused with 
both tactile and artistic qualities, as well as intense depth of color.

ARTE
®

For almost three decades, Arte has been nurturing a passion for stylish 
wallcoverings. Uniting color, design and state-of-the-art technology, 
Arte wallcoverings are used by discerning designers in refined interiors 
worldwide. Arte’s craftsmanship, expertise and attention to detail has  
led to a stunning collection of contract wallcoverings.

EVANS & BROWN
®

Evans & Brown has created a line of original wallcoverings that draw 
inspiration from the past and has re-interpreted that material with a fine 
art sensibility. Historical references reverberate throughout the line, from 
the arabesques of Pompeiian frescoes to the sensuous curves of French  
art deco.

ANYA LARKIN
®

Anya Larkin is a most passionate designer who brings the highest level of 
artistry to everything she touches. Larkin patiently mixes subtle reflections 
of light with thoughtful, intellectual patterns and textures reminiscent of 
the sublime Zen of oriental art.

KOROSEAL DESIGNER
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PATTY MADDEN
®

When you need fresh ideas for your interiors, turn to this exquisite 
collection of alternative wallcoverings designed by Patty Madden. Patty  
is a true revolutionary in the commercial wallcovering industry and creates 
timeless wallcoverings that have received countless accolades and awards. 
This collection features modern day designs that are crafted with elegance, 
harmony and detail.

MARK POLLACK
®

After 25 years of creating innovative fabrics, Mark Pollack and his creative 
design team now build unique vinyl wallcoverings for Koroseal Studios 
with the same degree of artistry and technical expertise they apply to 
woven surfaces.

MAYA VINYLS™

Maya Vinyls™ is a beautiful collection of wallcoverings from award-winning 
Maya Romanoff. Using the most innovative techniques, Maya Vinyls offer 
you beautiful walls that once could be achieved only with paper. By 
incorporating specially developed colorations into the manufacturing 
process, the light and color seem to burst forth.

ROGER THOMAS
®

Morning light on a desert sandstone wall, the patina of ancient bronze, 
a remembered reflection on a garden pond — these are the elements of 
a lifelong search for beauty that Roger Thomas brings to the colors and 
surfaces of his collection for Koroseal.

KOROSEAL DESIGNER



Digital Lab: 
Museum Stripes

Digital Lab: 
Custom Gradient Orange & Racing Stripe



THE ALPHA WORKSHOPS

Koroseal is proud to partner with The Alpha Workshops to design 
wallcoverings for the Artist Series collection. The Alpha Workshops is a 
non-profit design studio in New York City that trains people with HIV in 
the decorative arts.

DIGITAL LAB CUSTOM

For many years, Koroseal Digital Lab Custom has delivered the highest 
quality digital graphics to our customers. Need a floor-to-ceiling mural? A 
custom wallcovering done on a grand scale? Perhaps you want your 
image printed on a clear panel or an acoustical panel? Whatever your 
needs, we have the expertise to get it done. Now you can create your 
own one-of-a-kind surface, where the only limit is your imagination.

DIGITAL LAB DESIGNER

The award-winning artists from Koroseal Digital Lab have shattered the 
traditional confines of printed pattern repeat. These wallcoverings have 
entered a new frontier of dramatic scale with endless options for creative 
design and limitless expressions in the use of color. All patterns in the 
Digital Lab collection can be altered in scale, color and material to create  
a custom installation that’s uniquely yours. 

CUSTOM PROGRAM

Koroseal Interior Products has the ability to create a wide variety 
of custom interior products. Whether it’s a custom color, a change 
in construction, a custom design, or you’re just trying to match an 
existing sample, we have the experience to help you achieve your 
design vision.



Decorative Handrail: 
Bellagard™ Lucent Handrail



KOROGARD
®

 WALL PROTECTION SYSTEMS

Decorative and durable, Korogard® protective wallcoverings, handrails, 
chair rails, crash rails, and corner guards are great for light to heavy impact 
areas subject to soiling, scuffing, and damage. We also offer unique 
custom products for door and door frame protection.

BELLAGARD™ WALL FINISHINGS

Our Bellagard™ line incorporates striking materials, such as decorative 
lucent rails, solid surface composites, textured stainless steel, elegant 
metals and sophisticated woods. Bellagard Sculpted Wall Panels are 
created by “sculpting” beautiful designs into wall panels and then  
covering them with a paint or decorative film.

TRAFFIC PATTERNS
®

Traffic Patterns decorative wallcovering is your “answer” for innovative 
and creative wall protection solutions. This unique product combines 
the durability of wall protection with the aesthetic appeal of designer 
wallcovering, with hundreds of patterns and thousands of colors to  
choose from. Durable, cleanable and beautiful!

WALLTALKERS
®

 DRY-ERASE WALLCOVERINGS

The original and still the best! Walltalkers invented dry erase wallcoverings 
more than 20 years ago. We offer a full range of presentation surfaces 
that are meticulously laminated with a high-performance dry erase film, 
resulting in a product that is extremely durable and easy to maintain.

TAC-WALL
®

 CORK WALLCOVERINGS

This tackable, durable and colorful communication surface is the 
perfect alternative to boring bulletin boards. “Self-healing” Tac•Wall® 
is exceptionally resilient and composed almost exclusively of natural 
and sustainable raw materials.



Wood Veneer Wallcovering: 
American Cherry, Random Planking



ARBOR™ WOOD WALLCOVERINGS

Experience the warmth and beauty of real wood at a fraction of the cost 
with Arbor comprehensive line of wood wallcoverings. Our high quality 
wood veneers make a lasting impression and provide substantial cost and 
environmental savings over other wood options, such as millwork. Select 
species are available as FSC

®
 Certified.

SOUND DESIGNS™ ACOUSTICAL TREATMENTS

Sound Designs™ Acoustical Treatments offer a wide array of acoustical 
products specifically designed to manage sound in virtually any interior 
space. Available in wall panels, baffles and clouds with a variety of surface 
options — including woven textiles, acoustical fabrics, vinyl wallcoverings, 
wood veneers and digitally printed wallcoverings and fabrics.

GAGE 78 EARTH METAL™  
DIMENSIONAL SURFACES

Earth Metal™ is a highly dimensional and extremely durable architectural 
surfacing designed for use as feature walls, columns, elevator interiors, 
ceilings and other innovative architectural applications. Earth Metal 
products are made from 66% recycled aluminum, and come in a wide 
variety of designs and finishes which are suitable for both interior and 
exterior use. This state-of-the-art product is truly unlike anything you’ve 
ever seen before!

FABRICS & TEXTILE WALLCOVERINGS

Koroseal Interior Products offers a wide variety of high performance 
fabrics and textile wallcoverings to create a tailored, high-end look for 
your space. Our acoustical wallcoverings are woven to be both beautiful 
and functional, with sound absorbing qualities.



ENVIRONMENTAL

KOROSEAL INTERIOR PRODUCTS 
ENVIRONMENTAL RESPONSIBILITY

Koroseal Interior Products is dedicated to protecting human health, natural resources, and the 

global environment. This commitment extends beyond compliance with the law to encompass 

integration of sound environmental practices into all of our business decisions. 

MANUFACTURING ACCOMPLISHMENTS

• Ohio Governor’s Pollution Protection Award

• Pioneered the conversion to water-based inks, eliminating all solvents in printing processes

• Recycle printing inks

• First in the industry to eliminate cadmium-based stabilizers; no heavy metals in wallcoverings

• Have the ability to reclaim and recycle vinyl wallcoverings

BUILDING RATING SYSTEMS

Several KOROSEAL products support environmental building rating systems:

• Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design (LEED®)

• Collaborative for High Performance Schools

• CalGreen

PRODUCT ACCOMPLISHMENTS

• Wallcoverings with recycled content

• Low-Emitting Wallcoverings (meet California Indoor Air Quality Specification 01350)

• Variety of wallcovering constructions available

• Breathable wallcoverings that reduce the potential for mold and mildew growth

• Handrails, crash rails, corner guards and bumper rails with recycled content

• Alternative construction wall protection products

• FSC Certified wood handrails, chair rails and wood veneer wallcoverings are available

• Acoustical treatments with recycled content

OPTION E WALLCOVERING
• Contains recycled content
• Low-Emitting
• Alternative construction

RCV WALLCOVERING
• Contains recycled content
• Low-Emitting
• Recyclable

ETS WALL PROTECTION 
(H100 HANDRAIL/G200 CORNER GUARD)
• Chlorine-free
• Contains recycled content



KOROSEAL WALLCOVERING  
RECLAMATION PROGRAM

THE EASY WAY TO RECYCLE WALLCOVERING

To reduce the amount of material being disposed in landfills, KOROSEAL is proud to offer 

the KOROSEAL Wallcovering Reclamation Program. Through the Reclamation Program, 

KOROSEAL will reclaim and recycle used vinyl wallcoverings. Here’s how it works:

• Any fabric backed (woven and non-woven) vinyl wallcoverings can be reclaimed, including competitor’s 

wallcoverings. (We cannot take back Teflon® laminated wallcoverings.)

• KOROSEAL can accept residual drywall and adhesive on the returned wallcovering. (Other 

contaminates such as nails, razor/blades, wood, glass, and garbage must be removed.)

• Customers do need to place a new order with KOROSEAL in order to return wallcoverings.

• Customers send the used wallcovering to KOROSEAL’s plant. Wallcoverings must be packaged properly 

to assure the materials remain dry and clean.

• The customer is responsible for shipping the used wallcovering to the KOROSEAL plant. However, 

KOROSEAL will pay the freight costs, as long as the customer purchases an equal amount of 

wallcovering that is returned to the KOROSEAL plant (assume 1 pound of returned wallcovering = 1 yard 

of new wallcovering).

• Participating in the Reclamation Program can contribute to a building achieving LEED® points. The 

Building Product Disclosure and Optimization Credit (extended producer responsibility) requires 

products be purchased from a manufacturer that participates in an extended producer responsibility 

program. The Koroseal Wallcovering Reclamation Program is an extended producer responsibility 

program. The Construction Waste Management Credit requires construction and demolition waste 

be recycled or salvaged. By returning used wallcovering to Koroseal, a building owner is recycling 

construction and demolition waste.

KOROSEAL INTERIOR PRODUCTS  
ENVIRONMENTAL STATEMENT

Manufacturing: Koroseal Interior Products manufacturing facilities continuously pursue methods to further 
reduce operating emissions, recycle all waste material, and use the safest raw materials with the least 
environmental impact.

Personnel: Every Koroseal Interior Products employee receives sustainability training annually pertinent to 
his/her job responsibility.

Product: Koroseal Interior Products will supply products that promote sustainability. This includes supplying 
products that are low-emitting, contain recycled material, require low energy to produce, and are easily 
maintained.



Dimensional Metal Surfacing: 
Gage 78™ Metal Valley



koroseal.com | 855.753.5474

Koroseal, Vicrtex, Koroseal Studios, Option E, RCV Wallcovering, Arbor, Bellagard, Korogard, Traffic Patterns, 
Walltalkers, Tacwall, Sound Designs, Digital Lab, Clear Choice and Sanitas are registered trademarks and trademarks of 
Koroseal Interior Products, LLC. Evans & Brown, Anya Larkin and Maya Romanoff are registered trademarks of the Evans 
& Brown Corporation, Anya Larkin Corporation and Maya Romanoff Corporation respectively. Pollack is a registered 

trademark of the Pollack associates. Sondra Alexander is a registered trademark of Sondra Alexander collection. Arte is a 
registered trademark of Arte N.V. Patty Madden is a registered trademark of Patty Madden. The Roger Thomas Collection 
is a registered trademark of Roger Thomas. Gage 78 Earth Metal is a trademark of Gage 78, inc. Leed is a registered 

trademark of the U.S.G.B.C.

surface-scape your vision®


